Department of Technical Education, Karnataka
Diploma in Computer Science and Engineering / Information Science &
Engineering
Second Semester
Subject: Multimedia Lab
Contact Hrs / Week: 6

Contact Hrs / Semester: 96

General Objectives :
After the completion of the study of this subject students should be able to
- Know aboute multimedia applications
- Understand multimedia tools
- Comprehend multimedia elements
- understand the picture edit,save option.
- Design animiation projects
Graded Exersises
Using Flash and Photoshop
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Create an animation to represent the growing moon.
Create an animation to indicate a ball bouncing on steps.
Simulate Movement of a cloud.
Draw the Fan blades as shown in the picture below.
Make the fan to work by giving proper animations.
Display the background given (FileName: Tulip.jpg) through your name.
Create an animation with the following features.
WELCOME
* Letters should appear one by one
* The fill colour of The text should change to a different colour after
the display of the full word.
Simulate a ball hitting another ball.
Create an Animated Cursor
Startdrag("ss", true); Mouse.Hide();
Design a visiting card containing atleast one graphic and text information.
Take a photographic image. Give a title for the image. Put the border.
Write your names. Write the Name of Institution and Place.
Prepare a cover page for the book in your subject area.
Plan your own design.
You are given a picture of a flower and associated background (Extract.jpg).
Extract the Flower only from that and organise it on a background.
Select your own background for organisation.
You are given a picture (BrightnessContrast.jpg). Adjust the
brightness and contrast of the picture so that it gives an elegant look.
You are given a picture (position.jpg). Position the picture preferably
on a plain background of a colour of your choice - Positioning includes
rotation and scaling.
Remove the arrows and text from the given photographic image
(Filename: photo.jpg).
Type a word; apply the following effects. Shadow Emboss
Using appropriate tool(s) from the Toolbox, cut the objects from the 3 files
(f1.jpg, f2.jpg & f3.jpg) given to you; organise them in a single file and
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apply feather effects.
Display the background given (FileName: garden.jpg) through your
name using Mask.
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A Picture of two parrots (parrots.jpg) is given to you. Make anyone of
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one of the parrots in Black & White.
Using Flash change a circle into a squre.

Scheme of evaluation
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Record
Writing two procedures
Executing one problem
Print out with results
Viva voce
5
Total

05
30
35
10
20
100 marks
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Softwares: Photo Shop, Flash & Adobe Illustrator
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